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The Origins of the Roman Economy: From the Iron Age to the Early Republic in a Mediterranean PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2021

	In this book, Gabriele Cifani reconstructs the early economic history of Rome, from the Iron Age to the early Republic. Bringing a multidisciplinary approach to the topic, he argues that the early Roman economy was more diversified than has been previously acknowledged, going well beyond agriculture and pastoralism. Cifani bases his argument on...
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5 Steps to a 5: AP Physics C 2021McGraw-Hill, 2020

	
		MATCHES THE LATEST EXAM!

	
		In this hybrid year, let us supplement your AP classroom experience with this easy-to-follow study guide!

	
		The immensely popular 5 Steps to a 5 ...
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Robust and Secured Digital Audio Watermarking: Using a DWT-SVD-DSSS Hybrid Approach (SpringerBriefs in Speech Technology)Springer, 2020

	This book discusses digital audio watermarking copyright assurance. The author first outlines the topic of watermarking data that can be used for copyright assurance that incorporates text messages, copyright audio, handwritten text, logo and cell phone numbers. The objective of this book is to propose a new algorithm that can embed and extract...
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The Routledge Companion to Gender and Sexuality in Comic Book Studies (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2020

	
		The Routledge Companion to Gender and Sexuality in Comic Book Studies is a comprehensive, global, and interdisciplinary examination of the essential relationship between Gender, Sexuality, Comics, and Graphic Novels.

	
		A diverse range of international and interdisciplinary scholars take a closer look at how gender...
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Oceans: Evolving ConceptsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Since the HMS Challenger expedition of 1872Â?1876, our vision of the ocean has changed completely. We now understand that it plays a key role in biodiversity, climate regulation, and mineral and biological resources, and as such, the ocean is a major service provider for humanity.

	
		Oceans draws on data from new...
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Forgery and Memory at the End of the First MillenniumPrinceton Press, 2021

	
		An in-depth exploration of documentary forgery at the turn of the first millennium 

		

		Forgery and Memory at the End of the First Millennium takes a fresh look at documentary forgery and historical memory in the Middle Ages. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, religious houses across Europe began...
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Ghosts of Atlantis: How the Echoes of Lost Civilizations Influence Our Modern WorldBear & Company, 2021

	An intensive investigation into the evidence for a forgotten fountainhead of civilization lost at the end of the last ice age

	

	• Reveals evidence of advanced ancient technology, anomalous ancient maps, time travel, crystal science, ancient Armageddon, and Atlantis in the Bible

	

	• Explores the true...
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Practical Internet Server Configuration: Learn to Build a Fully Functional and Well-Secured Enterprise Class Internet ServerApress, 2021

	Learn the skills to complete the full installation, configuration, and maintenance of an enterprise class internet server, no matter what Unix-like operating system you prefer. This book will rapidly guide you towards real system administration, with clear explanations along the way.
	
		
			After a chapter explaining the most...
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ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular: Full-stack web development with .NET 5 and Angular 11, 4th EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Build robust modern web applications using .NET 5, Entity Framework Core, and Angular 11

	
		Key Features

		
			Updated with the latest features and additions in ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular 11
	
			Design, build, and deploy a Single Page Application or Progressive Web App
	...
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The Art of Siege Warfare and Military Architecture from the Classical World to the Middle AgesOxbow Books, 2021

	The papers in this book present, for the first time, the world of warfare, both defensive and offensive, from the Classical periods to end of the Middle Ages in one collection. These scholarships have attracted ancient writers and generals and nowadays historians, archaeologists and researchers poliorcetics. Military historiography and...
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Mastering Embedded Linux Programming: Create fast and reliable embedded solutions with Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Harness the power of Linux to create versatile and robust embedded solutions

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to develop and configure robust embedded Linux devices
	
			Explore the new features of Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell)
	
			Discover different ways to...
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Software Architecture with C++: Design modern systems using effective architecture concepts, design patterns, and techniques with C++20Packt Publishing, 2021

	
		Apply business requirements to IT infrastructure and deliver a high-quality product by understanding architectures such as microservices, DevOps, and cloud-native using modern C++ standards and features

	
		Key Features

		
			Design scalable large-scale applications with the C++ programming...
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